Case Report: Misdiagnosis of Lung Carcinoma in Patients with Shrunken Lung Cyst After High Altitude Travel
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Background: Lung cancer associated with cystic airspace is a rare disease, and the imaging understanding of lung cancer with cystic cavity is still unclear. Little is known in the literature on whether cystic lung cancer is caused by emphysema or ruptured bullae.

Case Reports: We report the case of a 50-year-old female patient after finishing a business trip in November 2021, when another chest CT demonstrated an unexpected reduction in the cyst, with a solid mural nodule on the posterior wall. The airspace of the cyst is only about 13 mm × 12 mm × 6 mm in size. The size of the mural nodule in the posterior wall is about 10 mm × 6 mm × 5 mm. The patient felt anxious due to suspicion of lung cancer. 2.5 months after the last chest CT, she accepted minimally invasive thoracoscopic surgery on the posterior basal segment of the left lower lobe. The postoperative pathology showed benign lesions.

Conclusion: For radiologists, it is important to recognize the process from lung cysts or bullae to LC-CAS, especially the morphological changes of the cyst airspace and the cyst wall, in order to identify the malignant features of lung cysts in time.
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Introduction

Pulmonary cysts are defined on computer tomography (CT) as around parenchymal lucency or low-attenuating area with clear demarcations from the lung parenchyma that may be solitary or appear in a small number in any part of the lung. They are usually thin-walled (<2 mm), and some of their walls are difficult to identify.¹ Pulmonary cysts are microscopically lined with epithelial or fibrous wall-like structures.² The pathogenesis of pulmonary cyst’s formation remains uncertain and there are several proposed mechanisms, including check-valve obstruction with distal overinflation, ischemia and necrosis of the airway wall, and remodeling induced by proteases.³ Although they may occur in normal individuals, they do have a possibility of developing into lung cancer, especially in the classification of lung cancer associated with cystic airspaces (LC-CAS).⁴,⁵ The article reports a case of a solitary pulmonary cyst manifested as sudden reduction of the cystic airspace with a mural nodule that was confirmed to be benign after minimally invasive thoracoscopic segmentectomy. Written informed consent of the patient was obtained for this case report and related pictures. This case report was approved by Hebei General Hospital Ethics Committee with study number 2022055.

Case Report

A 50-year-old female patient went to the hospital for an annual physical examination in July 2017. Chest CT revealed a giant pulmonary cyst of approximately 79 × 63 × 23 mm in the posterior basal segment of the left lower pulmonary lobe. Its upper wall was relatively uniform in thickness of about 1.6 mm and its lower wall fitted the diaphragm. This lesion had a clear and smooth interface with lung parenchyma. No emphysema and other abnormal lesions were found in
the remaining lung fields. The follow-up chest CT obtained in 2019 showed the lesion was enlarged into a measurement of approximately 86 × 61 × 37 mm, and the upper wall thickness reduced to 1.4 mm (Figure 1). Over the past two years, no chest discomfort was reported. In 2020, the patient had to go to Tibet, northwest China, on business. She accepted a chest CT scan at a local hospital, which also revealed a lung cyst of similar size in the left lower lobe (no images provided). After the business trip in November 2021, another chest CT demonstrated the cyst airspace was shrunk significantly to only 13 × 12 × 6 mm with an eccentric solid mural nodule of approximately 10 × 6 × 5 mm in the posterior wall (Figure 2). The patient received minimally invasive thoracoscopic surgery on the posterior basal segment of the left lower lobe due to the suspicion of lung cancer 2.5 months after the latest chest CT. The postoperative pathology showed hyaline degenerated granuloma with lung cyst wall structure on the lateral side (Figure 3).

The patient reported in detail after the operation that she had a high-altitude trip after accepting chest CT at the local hospital. On the first day, when she reached the campsite at an elevation of 3000 meters, she developed severe chest pain in the left lower chest after picking up a kettle. The pain was relieved two hours later without cough, sputum, hemoptysis, and difficulty breathing. On the next day, the patient arrived at an altitude of 4000 meters for sightseeing. She did not feel uncomfortable even jumping there. Therefore, based on the significant shrinkage of the lung cyst and postoperative pathological manifestations, it was believed that the original lung cyst ruptured and shrunk to a small cyst with the mural nodule.

**Discussion**

According to the patient’s transient high-altitude travel history and sudden chest pain, a series of changes caused by acute exposure to high altitude may account for the rupture of the giant lung cyst. Tibet, an area with high altitude in China, has distinctive environmental characteristics of low air oxygen, low air pressure, and low temperature, which may contribute to airway reactivity, ventilator changes and alterations in pulmonary hemodynamics. Therefore, the airway pressures of
local residents are always higher than residents of the plains.\textsuperscript{6} The one-way valve effect caused by the non-specific inflammation of the terminal bronchiolar orifice could increase the air content of the distal alveoli due to increased airway pressure, leading to a high frequency of lung cysts in local residents. The transpulmonary pressure generated by the reduction of atmospheric pressure can result in rapid expansion of the air sacs or bullae in lungs and rupture eventually.\textsuperscript{7} Patients who suffered from spontaneous pneumothorax, one of the complications of ruptured lung cysts in the sub-pleural area, may develop sudden chest pain, even dyspnea, but normally mild symptoms. Physical examination can present reduced or absent breath sounds, reduced ipsilateral chest expansion, and hyper-resonant percussion. However, a definite diagnosis of spontaneous pneumothorax often depends on radiological examinations.\textsuperscript{8} According to the patient’s self-report, it is believed that the original giant lung cyst ruptured when she ascended to the high altitude, resulting in spontaneous pneumothorax. Her symptoms were not severe, possibly due to a small amount of air in the thoracic cavity or no continuous air leakage with rapid encapsulation subsequently. The chest pain relieved significantly within two hours and there was no discomfort even after reaching higher altitude the next day. Unfortunately, the patient had not accepted any examinations to figure out why the sudden chest pain occurred since she went back to the plain. Consequently, it is difficult to make a definite diagnosis of the decreased lung cyst with the mural nodules detected in recent CT scan, leading to too much attention being paid to malignant signs, but ignoring the possibility that the lung cyst with mural nodule was associated with the sudden chest pain.

By the end of the last century, it has been reported that the incidence of the primary pulmonary carcinoma arising from bullae could be as high as 9%.\textsuperscript{9} However, there was not enough data on the incidence of lung carcinoma arising from lung cysts. Concerns about the possibility that lung cancer was associated with cystic airspace have been raised until a decade later.\textsuperscript{10} The predominant histological type of LC-CAS is adenocarcinoma, which is up to 88%.\textsuperscript{11} The evolution from pulmonary cysts or bullae to LC-CAS is a complex process, and regular follow-up imaging plays an essential role in estimating the malignant characteristics of the lung cyst. It has been suggested that limited air flow within the compressed wall-like structures surrounding a lung cyst or bulla may lead to organism accretion on the wall of the bulla and cause repeated infection. And this repeated inflammatory process may result in the formation of fibrous scar around the bulla, leading to the accumulation of carcinogens in the bulla.\textsuperscript{12} In addition, the presence of cysts may interfere with normal ventilation and clearance of the lungs, which could also aggravate the deposition of carcinogens.\textsuperscript{13} Therefore, more attention needs to be paid to this special type of lung cancer arising from the wall of a pulmonary cyst. The slow growth of LC-CAS in the early stage also challenges the diagnosis of LC-CAS. Previous longitudinal studies have shown that lung cysts detected in the baseline CT had developed into localized wall nodules 12–118 months (median, 35 months) later.\textsuperscript{10} The original giant lung cyst may evolve to LC-CAS within two years according to the
process above, which is precisely what the patient in this case was worried about. However, this is one of the evolution patterns of LC-CAS, and other patterns might present that the cyst occurred after the carcinoma. The one-way valve effect is the main mechanism for the air-containing cyst formation in a pulmonary tumor. It can be caused by the external compression of the small airway through the fibrous deposits produced by tumor cells, resulting in stenosis and degeneration of the airway. And it also can be triggered when the tumor invades the airway wall directly and leads to structure destruction. However, at this moment, the tumor is too small to be detected by any radiological methods including chest CT.\textsuperscript{14,15}

For patients with suspected LC-CAS, two aspects of the morphological changes in the follow-up chest CT should be focused on. One is the cyst airspace, and the other is the cyst wall, including wall thickness, mural nodule formation, and the surrounding ground-glass opacity. The air cyst of LC-CAS can increase, remain or even shrink during the follow-up.\textsuperscript{16} In other words, although the diameter of LC-CAS decreases due to the shrinkage of the cyst, it could not be predicted as a benign lesion. The cyst airspace can usually be squeezed by the enlarged solid component of LC-CAS, and eventually disappears to become a total solid mass. Besides, the cyst could also increase with the growth of LC-CAS owing to the one-way valve effect. However, we found that changes in the cyst have important clues to the invasiveness of adenocarcinoma, which is the main histological type of LC-CAS. Previous studies based on CT radiomic features to predict the histological aggressiveness of lung adenocarcinoma in subsolid nodules smaller than 3 cm have shown that the specificity for the changes in the cystic fraction in radiomic features was up to 96.6\%. Therefore, the change in the size of the cystic cavity is a sign of invasive adenocarcinoma with high specificity.\textsuperscript{17} The wall thickening of the cyst, enlarged mural nodule, and peripheral ground-glass opacity enlarging or density increasing are characteristic radiological signs indicating malignancy.\textsuperscript{4,5,10,16,18,19}

For radiologists, it is important to recognize the process from lung cysts or bullae to LC-CAS, especially the morphological changes of the cyst airspace and the cyst wall, in order to identify the malignant features of lung cysts in time. Radiologists and thoracic surgeons should take the possibility of rupture of the original giant pulmonary cyst into consideration before thoracoscopic segmentectomy. A detailed inquiry of high-altitude travel history can avoid unnecessary surgical treatment.
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